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SUBDIVISION AND DEVELOPMENT APPEAL BOARD 

 
 

DECISION 

 
Hearing held at: Calgary, Alberta 
 
 
Date of hearing: January 26, 2012 
 
 
Members present: Chairman, Rick Grol  Meg Bures 

Kerry Armstrong   Brian Corkum 
John Attrell     Stefne Madison 
     
  

Basis of appeal: This is an appeal from an approval by the Development Authority 
for a development permit made on the application of Trendsetter 
Homes for a new: single detached dwelling, secondary suite – 
detached garage at 1035 Rundle Crescent NE. 

  
 
Appeal filed by: Paul Riley and Dave Sweeting 
 
 
 
Description of Application: 
 
The appeals before the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board (Board) deal with 
an approval by the Development Authority of a development permit for a new single 
detached dwelling and secondary suite – detached garage at 1035 Rundle Crescent 
NE. The property is located in the community of Renfrew and has a land use 
designation of Residential – Contextual One/Two Dwelling (R-C2) District. 
 
 
 
 

The City of Calgary, Subdivision and Development Appeal Board # 8110 
P.O. Box 2100, Station M, Calgary, Alberta T2P 2M5 

Phone: (403) 268-5312   Fax: (403) 268-5982 
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Summary of Evidence: 
 
The Board heard verbal submissions from the following: 
 
Jules Hall, representing the Development Authority; 
Dave Sweeting, one of the appellants, in favour of the appeal;  
Peter Best, an affected neighbour, in favour of the appeal; 
Paul Riley, one of the appellants, in favour of the appeal; and 
Ms. Lillian Ianniello, the owner, in opposition to the appeal. 
 
 
The Development Authority: 
 
The Development Authority presented the report, viewgraphs and photographs, and 
submitted the following: 
 

This is an appeal against the recommendation of the Development Authority 
to approve a discretionary development permit for a new single detached 
dwelling and detached garage, secondary suite (DP2011-3045) at 1035 
Rundle Crescent NE, in the community of Renfrew.  The parcel occupies the 
R-C2 Residential – Contextual One / Two Dwelling District. 
 
The Site 
 
The site lies on the west side of Rundle Crescent NE, one property to the 
south of the intersection with Remington Road NE.  The parcel has 
boundaries to the north, with 1039 Rundle Crescent NE; to the south, with 
1031 Rundle Crescent NE; and to the west (rear) with the lane. 
 
The parcel is irregularly shape, with an average parcel depth (taken down the 
centre line of the site) of 38.80 metres.  The parcel width measures 12.80 
metres.  This results in a site area of 496.64 square metres. 
 
The site slopes, generally, from the rear lane (with an average geodetic 
elevation of 79.56) to Rundle Crescent NE (with an average geodetic of 
79.15).  The “Decision Rendered” plans indicate that there is adequate 
drainage of surface water from the site, attested by Urban Development not 
having an objection to the proposed development. The surrounding area is 
dominated by low density residential development. 
 
Reasons for Appeal 
 
The Development Authority decision was appealed on January 03, 2012.  In 
an addendum to the Notice of Appeal form, five reasons: loss of trees; 
overlooking; parking; conflict with existing utilities; and parcel width 
relaxation, have been identified.  Each of these issues are dealt with in turn. 
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Trees 
 
The appellant and a number of other third parties made representations to 
the Development Authority at the time of considering the development permit 
application.  One of the main causes of concern was that the applicant had 
removed a number of mature trees from the site; these representations are in 
the report.  The trees were removed, as identified in the third party 
representations, in advance of the submission of the development permit 
application.  The Development Authority can only determine applications 
based on the information and site conditions prevailing at the time of 
submission.   
 
Rundle Crescent NE has a number of mature trees lining it.  The impact of 
the loss of trees from private land is not considered to have a significant 
impact on the overall appearance of the street, particularly from oblique 
views. 
 
The Development Authority was faced with a vacant site at the time of 
considering this application.  Whilst the grievance of third parties, to the loss 
of trees from private land is acknowledged, the Development Authority is 
unable to comment further on this issue. 
 
Overlooking 
 
The appellant indicates that, as a consequence of the loss of trees from the 
site, and of the development proposals, there would be overlooking issues 
into their property.  The Development Authority was mindful of the residential 
amenity of neighbouring properties in the consideration of this application.  
With regard to the loss of trees from the site, the Development Authority is 
unable to comment as there were no trees on the land at the time of the 
submission of the application.   
 
With respect to the impact of the proposed on the privacy of adjacent 
properties, the Development Authority notes that there are no windows in the 
side elevations at the main floor level.  There is one small upper floor window 
in the northern (right) elevation which corresponds to the laundry room.  A 
further upper floor window in the southern (left) elevation corresponds to a 
bathroom.  The “decision rendered” plans indicate this window to be 
obscured. 
 
There are rear windows to the proposed dwelling.  These correspond to the 
“nook” and “great room” on the main floor, with clerestory windows above.  
However, given the location of the dwelling on the lot, past the rear of the 
adjacent dwelling to the south and the lack of upper floor windows that would 
present an overlooking opportunity, the Development Authority considered 
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that the proposals were acceptable in minimizing any potential to negatively 
impact the amenity of the neighbouring dwelling to the south.   
 
In relation to the neighbouring property to the north, the proposed dwelling is 
approximately 7.5 metres away from this house and the presence of the 
“mud room” obscures views to it from the rear windows. 
 
The proposed secondary suite above the garage includes two windows in the 
elevation facing the rear of the property.  These relate to the kitchen and the 
stairs of the secondary suite.  The Development Authority does not consider 
that these secondary habitable rooms pose a significant adverse impact on 
the amenity of neighbouring dwellings.  The Development Authority did 
consider the impact of the secondary suite in the determination of this 
application and required the applicant to remove a deck area at upper floor 
level from the eastern elevation of secondary suite (where it looks towards 
the rear of the dwelling).  There is one window in the south (left) elevation to 
the garage at main floor level.  This is not a habitable room (corresponding 
as it does to the parking area) and, therefore, does not present any adverse 
impact on the neighbouring residential amenity. 
 
Parking 
 
The appellant indicates that there will not be enough space to allow proper 
passage of vehicles through the alley.  The City’s transportation department 
raised no objections to the impact of parking or maneuverability of vehicles in 
the lane.  The garage conforms to the standards upheld by the City’s 
transportation department. 
 
Utilities conflict 
 
The appellant indicates, in the reasons for appeal, that there is a non-
removable guy wire at the rear of the property, preventing access to the 
proposed garage.  During the course of the application, the Development 
Authority circulated the submitted plans to Enmax.  A response to that 
consultation was received on September 01, 2011 stating that the proposal 
has no conflict with Enmax facilities.  This correspondence is reproduced in 
the report. 
 
Relaxations 
 
The appellant states that: “Most importantly, there is a non-compliance issue 
with the land use bylaw. This does not meet the minimum width requirements 
for the development of a secondary suite.” 
 
In reaching its decision on this application, the Development Authority was 
mindful of the fact that, as a material consideration, the adjacent property had 
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received a development permit for the construction of a ‘Secondary Suite - 
Detached Garage’ (DP2010-0516) which was released on April 27, 2010.   
A subsequent application for the construction of the detached dwelling 
(shown in Images 1, 7 and 8) was submitted after that application had been 
approved (DP2010-1481).  At the time of the decision on the adjacent 
property’s ‘Secondary Suite - Detached Garage’, the parcel width 
requirement (under Land Use Bylaw 1P2007) was 15.0 metres.  This resulted 
in a Bylaw relaxation of 1.8 metres.   
 
Since that time there has been a material change in circumstances, such that 
the minimum parcel width requirement for a ‘Secondary Suite - Detached 
Garage’ is now 13.0 metres (s.429(c)).  This, then, would require a 20 
centimetre relaxation on the parcel width to enable this current development 
proposal to be approved.  It is noteworthy that, had the adjacent property (for 
which a development permit has been issued), were to come in for a 
development permit since this change in Bylaw parcel width requirements, 
this would result in a 40 centimetre parcel width relaxation (twice that of the 
application before the Board today).  The Development Authority has shown 
that there are a number of garages accessed from the lane that have upper 
floors; and does not find that there is any legitimate reason to refuse the 
development permit on the grounds of a ‘de minimis’ relaxation to the parcel 
width. 
 
Conclusion 
 
The proposed development, as amended, requires one relaxation to Land 
Use Bylaw 1P2007; to the reduction in the minimum parcel width by 20 
centimetres.  The loss of trees, whilst regrettable, is not an issue that the 
Development Authority can legitimately consider as any trees that were 
previously on the site had been removed at the time of submitting this 
development permit application.  There is nothing to prevent a land owner 
from removing trees from their private property. There are no issues relating 
to overlooking or any adverse impact on adjacent dwellings.  The City’s 
transportation department raised no objections to either parking or vehicle 
movements in the 5.7 metre wide rear lane and there is no conflict with 
existing Enmax utilities. 
 
I respectfully request that the appeal be dismissed and the Development 
Authority’s decision to approve the development permit be upheld in 
accordance with the conditions of approval and ‘Decision Rendered’ plans 
noted in your report. 

 
Upon questioning, Mr. Hall addressed the following issues: 
 
 He clarified that the proposed secondary suite will be used by the owner and will not 

require a subdivision from the principal residence. 
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 He explained that there is a minimum width lot requirement for a secondary suite in 
order to prevent duplex developments.  

 Mr. Hall confirmed that there are no overlooking issues with the second floor 
windows of the secondary suite as it is a kitchen window and not a principal 
habitable room; In addition, he did explain what the windows would be overlooking. 

 He stated that the matrix on page 18 of the report lists all the outstanding relaxations 
that been addressed, except the parcel width relaxation. 

 He clarified that there was a front contextual setback relaxation on the original 
submission, but it has since been eliminated. 

 The Development Authority confirmed that there were no objections regarding the 
utility right-of-way. However, a prior to release condition could be added to deal with 
utilities. 

 He explained that the amenity space for the secondary suite is not shown on the 
plans; the original plans showed a balcony that was requested to be removed but 
the area remains. The Development Authority will now require amended plans 
showing this if it is approved. 
 

 
In Favour of the Appeal: 
 
Mr. Sweeting presented photographs, a plan, and submitted the following in favour of 
the appeal: 
 

I have three points of concern with the development of the lot at 1035 Rundle 
Crescent NE. All involve the development of a secondary suite above the 
garage. 
 
First is the decision of the Development Authority to relax the minimum 
parcel width of 13 metres to accommodate a secondary suite. There is a 
bylaw in place passed by Council for a minimum lot width and it should not 
be used as a guideline at the discretion of one person in development. If it is 
not a bylaw to be enforced then it should be removed. I purchased my 
residence knowing that at the time the lot did not meet requirements to be 
subdivided or suited and I would think someone wishing to purchase property 
to be suited they would ensure it met the requirements to do so. There is also 
a presumption by people when they purchase property that the bylaws will be 
enforced and not relaxed allowing development that they do not wish to live 
next to. The owners state the property is only 0.20 metres under the 
minimum requirement, the fact is it is under bylaw minimum. They also refer 
to the similar secondary suite next to their lot, it did and does meet the bylaw 
requirements. 
 
Second, is my right to enjoyment of my property and the lack of privacy that 
this development will have on my home. Again, the homeowners of this 
development refer to the development of the lot at 1031 Rundle Crescent NE. 
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There is no privacy issues from that development to my property. In fact, the 
removal of all the mature trees from the subject lot has already reduced my 
privacy as you can see in these pictures taken from my deck looking to the 
lane prior to all of these trees being removed. These are pictures taken from 
the deck of the house directly behind 1031and as you can see privacy is not 
an issue from that development. However, there will be a clear view from the 
proposed secondary suite into this back yard. 
 
Third, is the parking issue; a back lane is not designed to be used as a street, 
it is not wide enough to support street volume parking. A secondary suite 
over the garage will result in the residents of the suite to park in the lane 
causing congestion and the inability of me to access my own property. The 
owners state they are a single family home with a three car garage, if this 
was only a single family home we would not be here now.  The fact is there 
will be a second residence on the lot over the garage at the rear of the 
property. The residents will be using the back lane as their main parking and 
any visitors to the suite will also be parking in the lane. Further, there is 
currently a guy wire from the power pole on the corner of the lot which cuts 
off a third or more of the lot. The home owners state they are working with 
the utilities companies to remove it but what assurances are there that they 
will be successful. If they are not, then they will only have a one, possibly two 
car garage. 
 
I know regardless of whatever the development is of the lot at 1035 there will 
never be the same mature trees in my lifetime and I find it a shame when it is 
the large lots and greenery that attracts people to neighbourhoods like 
Renfrew. My wife and I looked at houses in new subdivisions a couple of 
years ago and decided against moving as we wanted the seclusion and 
beauty that our residence gives us. This is now being threatened to be taken 
away from us and I ask that you please reverse the decision of the 
Development Authority to reduce the risk of further detraction from my 
property. 

 
Upon questioning, Mr. Sweeting addressed the following issues: 
 
 He pointed out on a map where he lives in relation to the subject site as well as the 

area of his property that the proposed development will be able to look into. 
 The owner stated that he had no trees in his back yard, he advised that he actually 

has three. 
 He does concede that some of the trees would have to have been removed no 

matter what the development was built on the lot, but not all of them needed to be 
removed. 
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Mr. Best submitted the following in favour of the appeal: 
 

My first concern is the secondary suite; the lot is too small as per the Land 
Use Bylaw. The lot size and Bylaw was known before purchasing the lot, if a 
secondary suite was in the plans then a wider lot should have been 
purchased. I don’t agree with the City allowing this variance as this is what 
makes lots that are 13 metres wide or wider worth more money. If the City is 
going to allow this then 12.5 metres lots just jumped in price. I own a property 
management company and know a lot of investors that would be interested in 
knowing that small lots can allow for a secondary suite. I know my investors 
are always checking this prior to purchasing a property. I don’t think the City 
wants all these smaller lots converted into secondary suites or the Bylaw 
would be lowered. 
 
Though some of the design of the house looks better, it doesn’t fit the 
neighbourhood, specifically with the raised basement with seven steps up to 
the front door, plus an elevated grade with front facing windows. I drove 
around the neighbourhood to review the number of steps, most houses have 
three; a couple, like my house, have four. All of these houses have very little 
increase in grade from the sidewalk which puts the top step under three feet. 
Based on the drawings provided, I estimate the top stair of this house to be 
between 6 to 7 feet above the sidewalk. On that same drive, I wasn’t able to 
find any houses with front facing windows. This style is more common in 
some of the newer developed communities but not in our older 
neighbourhood. 
 
Related to the character is the siding finish. I would like to see some façade 
designed on the sides of the home to help the structure blend in more into 
the neighbourhood design. For example, the nook on the south side is a 
square box with a roof angled away from the house, to fit in better it should 
have a pitched roof similar to what is above the single door on the garage. I 
think that the opportunity to add some of this character is there but corners 
are being cut.  
 
With the overall mass being larger with the secondary suite, I have trouble 
allowing the coverage to be so close to the maximum of 45 percent at 41.33 
percent (I have calculated 43.3 percent with the front and back porch as both 
are needed with the raised basement). If the suite is approved, I believe the 
coverage should be lowered to compensate for the additional mass.  

 
Upon questioning, Mr. Best addressed the following points: 
 
 He pointed out on a map where he lives in relation to the subject site. 
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Mr. Riley presented photographs, plans, and submitted the following in opposition to the 
appeal: 
 

We are the neighbour in the home next door to the proposed development 
and we have some serious concerns that lead us to oppose the project as it 
has been approved.  
 
We are currently building a new home with a garage and secondary suite, 
and we are not opposed to new development with secondary suites in this 
lovely neighbourhood. However, we are opposed to the proposed 
development for several reasons: 
 
1. Context: The new development should be designed in a manner which is 

responsive to the local context. The builder has commenced this process 
with no regard to the appearance and context of the immediate 
neighbourhood – they cut down 13 large, mature trees, of which one was 
a large blue spruce on the front lawn that did not impact the proposed 
development at all.  Renfrew, and specifically Rundle Crescent is a 
curving, beautiful street with homes that are set back and staggered, and 
landscaped with large, mature greenery. 
 
The removal of the large trees has impacted the streetscape for all 
neighbouring properties, and the privacy and enjoyment of both 
immediate neighbours to this property. Furthermore, the Real Property 
Report shows large shrubs on the nieghbouring property that the builder 
removed without permission. 
 
The re-submitted plans do not show sufficient re-planting of trees and 
shrubs. They show the addition of only two trees – Green Ash trees. No 
size or diameter of trees to be planted is on this plan. The other two trees 
and one shrub indicated on the plan belong to the City. 
 
When one reviews the Public Tree Disclosure Statement filled out by the 
home builder on June 8, 2011, he indicated that there were no trees on 
the City lands within 6 metres of the development site, which simply was 
not true. The proposed development has changed the context of our 
neighbourhood, and destroyed the privacy of our home and our 
neighbours, when they removed all of the trees and shrubs, and they 
have made no indication of replacing them all. 
 
The proposed development has front and rear entrance heights that do 
not coincide with those of the remaining properties on the street. The 
home’s main floor is elevated so that the windows in the basement are 
larger, resulting in a large surface area of parging that is not in context 
with the rest of the street. There are seven rises to the front door, and the 
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average on our street would be three to four. It would not blend in or meet 
the guidelines that all of the other homes on the street have followed in 
their construction. 
 
The proposed development does not make an attempt to harmonize its 
finish, design or sizing with the neighbouring properties. 
 
If one reviews the submitted Real Property Report, the size of the lot does 
not allow for the size of the proposed development in any sense. The 
proposed development is not allowing for an amenities area for the 
secondary suite. If this is added in, as it is required for secondary suites, 
there would be no room for it in their back yard space, which as it is 
proposed is much smaller than any other back yard on the street – once 
again not conforming to the context of the neighbourhood. 
 

2. Parcel layout and building mass: The proposed development will not 
provide a rear yard space that is in harmony with the neighbourhood. 
They are suggesting a use in their yard that will impact the use of our 
private space and enjoyment of our rear yard. We do not want to look at 
the exterior walls of a home, we want to see the trees and enjoy the open 
space of our yard, in privacy. We feel our privacy is not being respected, 
and that we have lost our quiet and enjoyment of our property. The 
windows from the home and the secondary suite directly overlook our 
yard, and allow viewing into our master and children’s bedroom windows. 
Our secondary suite can overlook only onto the roofs of two garages 
across the alley from us. We do not look directly into our neighbours’ 
yards. 

 
The average distance of homes to the street is 6 metres, and the 
proposed development is still the closest home to the street at 4.6 metres 
to the property line. This home is pushed so far forward, it is not in line 
with the rest of the houses on the street.  
 
The development still has structure size and privacy issues. 
 

3. Previous developments: As an adjacent neighbour, that is currently 
building a new home, with garage and secondary suite, we are very 
aware of all the requirements that must be met to proceed with the 
development. We made every attempt to follow and abide by these rules, 
and to plan a home that would fit our lot (around the trees) and fit into our 
neighbourhood. When we were looking for a property in Renfrew, 
because that is where we wanted our children to grow up, we bought our 
property as opposed to the house at 1035 (they were both for sale at the 
same time, at one time), because the lot at 1031 was large enough to 
accommodate our proposed development. We realized that the property 
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at 1035 did not have a large enough lot to do the development that we 
wanted. What it really comes down to, is the lot at 1035 is not large 
enough for the proposed development. We would be vehemently opposed 
to granting any relaxation on this point. Lot width is something we 
considered when purchasing our lot. Relaxation of the lot width is 
something we oppose now and in the future with regards to the subject 
property. The building bylaw states clearly that a lot width of 13 metres is 
required for a secondary suite. The lot width of the proposed property is 
actually 12.76 metres and is therefore 0.24 metres too narrow. From our 
stand point this insured that the adjacent development would not be able 
to do a secondary suite and would have to keep the rear development to 
a lower height, maintaining our back yard enjoyment. We cannot compare 
our property to that of the property next door, as they are not the same 
size – we are not comparing apples to apples, and therefore, the fact that 
we were able to build a secondary suite, is not a reason for the property 
at 1035 to be allowed to build one. The properties are simply not the 
same size. The lot in question does not meet the parcel width 
requirements for a secondary suite. Furthermore, approval of our 
secondary suite was done after the minimum lot width requirement was 
changed to 13 metres – there was no relaxation granted.   

 
4. Utility right-of-way: There are utility guy wires at the end of the Telus wires 

which are in the utility right of way behind the property and it is my 
understanding that his guy wire is not removable and therefore the 
development would not be possible with the garage doors as drawn. The 
survey shows the power poles but does not indicate the support wires. 
The argument that this issue is between the current owners and the utility 
companies is incorrect. The stay wires are not on their property, but in the 
utility right of way, and we have been told that these will not be moved, 
thus causing issues with parking, as the double garage door as proposed 
will not be accessible. 

 
5. The community association and neighbours: The community association 

had also written a letter of non-support for the proposed development, 
and has noted that they are not in favour of granting relaxations for lots 
that do not meet the criteria for development. It has been noted that they 
received several letters of non-support from the neighbours. 

 
Furthermore, I attended the most recent Renfrew Community Association 
Planning and Development meeting on Friday, January 20, 2012 and I 
have with me another letter from them indicating the non-support of 
relaxation on lots that do not meet the minimum Bylaw requirements.  
 
Why would Council pass an amendment to the old bylaw, creating a new 
minimum width of 13 metres, if they did not intend for it to be enforced? 
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Upon questioning, Mr. Riley addressed the following points: 
 
 He clarified that he is concerned with the overlooking issues of the proposed 

secondary suite windows into his yard. 
 He advised that he would be somewhat satisfied if the windows of the secondary 

suite were obscured and did not open, but he would still not be satisfied with the 
suite itself.  

 The appellant confirmed that his windows do overlook into the subject property’s 
back yard as well. 

 He explained that he did not get anything in writing from Telus regarding the utility 
wires. 

 Mr. Riley elaborated on the trees that were removed from the subject property that 
were not actually on their property as the Public Tree Disclosure Statement was 
filled out incorrectly. 

 He clarified that the City owned trees are still on the subject lot. 
 He advised that the second letter in his submission is from Richard Nolen, who is an 

architect and sits on the Renfrew Community Association Planning and 
Development Committee. 

 The appellant stated that none of his secondary suite windows are obscured. 
 He explained that, although the owner states that there are three secondary suites 

above garages in the area, his is the only legal one.  
 

 
Opposed to the Appeal: 
 
Ms. Ianniello presented photographs, and submitted the following in opposition to the 
appeal: 
 

I would like to introduce myself. My name is Lillian Ianniello. Unfortunately 
due to a family matter my husband Enzo was unable to be here today. Our 
family unit consists of myself, my husband, our daughter Morena who is 23, 
our son Michele who is 26, and my husband’s parents. 
 
We chose the community of Renfrew for many reasons: it is one of Calgary’s 
best kept secrets, well established, and is very close to all amenities, 
including downtown, the airport, shopping and health facilities. 

 
I would like to address the concerns and the appeals of the neighbours as 
follows: 

 
Streetscape 
 
We have taken great care in making sure our plan meets all the requirements 
of the City of Calgary and the community. We have made changes based on 
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their recommendations. On page 91 of the report, you can see our single 
detached dwelling will fit in nicely with the other homes. We also plan on 
using hardy board on the outside, same as 1031 Rundle Crescent, and not 
vinyl siding, which was a concern for one of the neighbours. 
 
Lot size 
 
We realize that our lot width is 0.20 metres narrower than the 13 metre 
requirement for a secondary suite. We do not feel that our proposed 
development would have a negative impact on the neighbourhood. 
 
Privacy Issues 
 
We are not looking into any neighbouring lots from the secondary suite, the 
windows are facing into our own yard and out to the alley way, we also 
removed the balcony so that we would not infringe on our neighbours’ 
privacy. 
 
Both of the neighbours who have appealed the development permit have 
stated concerns of privacy due to the removal of the trees from our property. 
In the package I have presented, you will see neither of these neighbouring 
properties have any large trees on their own properties, but yet they want 
their privacy that our trees provided. I do not feel it is our responsibility to 
provide this; perhaps they could plant their own trees as we will be doing. 
 
I would also like to make note that our builder did not remove any trees 
without permission, he did diligent inquiries and a thorough inspection which 
can be found on page 67 of the report.  
 
Most of the newer homes have only one or two trees in the front of the 
properties much like our proposed development. 
 
Guy Wire 
 
On page 63 of the report, there is a document from Enmax stating that the 
proposed development does not conflict with Enmax utilities. 
 
Parking and Traffic 
 
The impact on parking and traffic is null and void as we are a single family 
home with a triple car garage that will accommodate our vehicles. No 
different than the Riley’s have built on 1031 next door to us. As for the 
unobstructed maneuvering in the back laneway, we actually have 7.6 metres 
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from the garage door to the property line across the laneway, which is over 
the minimum requirement of 7.2 metres. 
 

 She went through each photo in her submission and explained their purpose. 
 Ms. Ianniello read a letter submitted by Sara Izzo, who has purchased a home on 

this street, dated January 26, 2012 which was included in her materials presented at 
the hearing. 

 
Upon questioning, Ms. Ianniello addressed the following issues: 
 
 She advised that she would be willing to adhere to any conditions imposed on the 

development permit relating to the City owned trees near her property, i.e. tree 
protection plan. 

 She clarified that the purpose of the window in the stairwell of the secondary suite is 
to let light in; it cannot be opened and cannot be seen out of from anywhere, but she 
would be willing to obscure it if the Board so chooses. 

 Ms. Ianniello stated that she would also be willing to revise the secondary suite 
windows to a transom style. 

 The owner advised that she was not told the dedicated amenity space for the 
secondary suite needed to be shown and defined on the plans, therefore she will 
amend the plans accordingly if the application is approved.  
 

 
 
Decision: 
 
In determining this appeal, the Board: 
 
 Complied with the provincial legislation and land use policies, applicable statutory 

plans and, subject to variation by the Board, The City of Calgary Land Use Bylaw 
1P2007, as amended, and all other relevant City of Calgary Bylaws; 

 Had regard to the subdivision and development regulations; and 
 Considered all the relevant planning evidence presented at the hearing, the 

arguments made and the circumstances and merits of the application. 
 
1. The appeal is allowed in part and the decision of the Development Authority is 

varied. 
 
2. The development permit shall be issued as approved by the Development 

Authority subject to the following amendments/ additions to the conditions of 
approval. 

 
Conditions of approval 
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Prior to release conditions 
 
 Prior to release condition number one is deleted in its entirety and replaced by 

the following:  
 
1. Submit a total of five (5) complete sets of amended plans (file folded and 

collated) to the satisfaction of the Development Authority. 
 

(A) The amended plans shall indicate the following:  
 

(a)  The windows on the east elevation of the secondary suite shall 
either be obscured or changed to transom windows;  

 
(b)  A proper tree disclosure statement;  
 
(c)  The amenity space for the secondary suite must be indicated on the 

plans; and  
 
(d)  Ensure unobstructed access to all garage doors at any time and 

resolve the issue with the guy wire of the utility pole at the rear, to 
the satisfaction of the Development Authority. 

 
(B)  In accordance with the ‘Low Density Residential Housing Guidelines for 

Established Communities’ the plans must be amended to indicate at least 
one tree in the front and one in the rear yard of the dwelling. 

 
In addition to the full sized plans requested above, please submit one (1) 11 x 17 
complete set of plans for the purpose of the development completion permit 
(DCP) process.  

 
Reasons:  
 
1 Having considered the written, verbal, and photographic evidence submitted, the 
Board notes that the appeal pertains to an approval by the Development Authority of a 
development permit for a new single detached dwelling and secondary suite – detached 
garage at 1035 Rundle Crescent NE. The property has a land use designation of 
Residential – Contextual One/Two Dwelling (R-C2) District pursuant to Land Use Bylaw 
1P2007. 
 
2 Mr. Riley, an appellant who owns the property to the immediate south of the subject 
development, opposes the Bylaw relaxation of the minimum parcel width requirement of 
13 metres for the proposed development. Further he submitted that several trees are 
removed from the property for the development and that the proposed secondary suite 
will cause parking congestion in the lane. Mr. Sweeting, an appellant who resides 
across the lane immediately behind the proposed development, also objects to the 
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minimum parcel width relaxation and submitted that the secondary suite over the 
garage will adversely affect his privacy. In addition, a guy wire from the utility pole in the 
rear will block access to the garage doors of the development. Mr. Best submitted that 
the lot is too small for a secondary suite development and that the proposed home does 
not fit into the context of the neighbourhood.    
 
3 The Board has particular regard to the following sections of Land Use Bylaw 1P2007, 
including but not limited to: 
 
Section 35 states: 
 

Discretionary Use Development Permit Application 
 
35 When making a decision on a development permit for a discretionary 

use the Development Authority must take into account:  
 

(a) any plans and policies affecting the parcel; 
 
(b) the purpose statements in the applicable land use district; 
 
(c) the appropriateness of the location and parcel for the 
            proposed development; 
 
(d) the compatibility and impact of the proposed development with 

respect to adjacent development and the neighbourhood; 
 

(e) the merits of the proposed development; 
 
(f) the servicing requirements; 

 
(g) access and transportation requirements; 
 
(h) vehicle and pedestrian circulation within the parcel; 
 
(i) the impact on the public transit system; and 

 
  (j) sound planning principles. 
 
Section 36 states:  
 

Discretionary Use That Does Not Comply 
 
36  The Development Authority may approve a development permit 

application for a discretionary use where the proposed development does 
not comply with all of the applicable requirements and rules of this Bylaw if in 
the opinion of the Development Authority: 
 
(a) the proposed development would not unduly interfere with the 
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amenities of the neighbourhood or materially interfere with or 
affect the use, enjoyment or value of neighbouring properties; 
and 

 
(b)  the proposed development conforms with a use prescribed 

by this Bylaw for that land or building. 
 
 
Section 353 states: 

 
Secondary Suite – Outdoor Private Amenity Space 
 
353  A Secondary Suite, Secondary Suite – Detached Garage and Secondary 

Suite – Detached Garden must have a private amenity space that: 
 
(a)  is located outdoors; 
 
(b)  has a minimum area of 7.5 square metres with no dimension 

less than 1.5 metres; and 
 
(c)  is shown on a plan approved by the Development Authority. 

 
Section 426(j.1) lists “Secondary Suite – Detached Garage” as a discretionary use in 
the R-C2 District.  
 
Section 426(1)(o) lists “Single Detached Dwelling” as a discretionary use in the R-C2 
District.  
 
Section 429 states: 
 

Parcel Width 
 
429  The minimum parcel width is: 

 
(a)  7.5 metres for a parcel containing a Contextual Single 

Detached Dwelling or Single Detached Dwelling; 
 
(a.1)  9.0 metres for a parcel containing a Secondary Suite; 
 
(b)  13.0 metres for a parcel containing a Duplex Dwelling; 
 
(c)  13.0 metres for a parcel containing a Secondary Suite – 

Detached Garage or Secondary Suite – Detached Garden; 
and 

 
(d)  13.0 metres for a parcel containing a Contextual Semidetached 

Dwelling or a Semi-detached Dwelling and if a 
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parcel containing a Contextual Semi-detached Dwelling 
or a Semi-detached Dwelling is subsequently subdivided, 
a minimum parcel width of 6.0 metres must be provided for 
each Dwelling Unit. 

 
4 The Board also has regard to the Low Density Residential Housing Guidelines for 
Established Communities (Infill Guidelines). 
 
5 The Board acknowledges the written and oral submissions of all parties, including but 
not limited to the appellants, applicant and interested/ affected parties, as well as letters 
and correspondence received regarding the application and appeal. 
 
6 The Board reviewed the context of the proposed development and required Bylaw 
relaxations, and having regard to sound planning considerations, the merits of the 
application, the circumstances of the case and the evidence presented.  
 
7 The Development Authority granted a relaxation of section 429(c) of Land Use Bylaw 
1P2007. Pursuant to this section the minimum parcel width is 13.0 metres for a parcel 
containing a Secondary Suite – Detached Garage. As the parcel width of the subject 
parcel is 12.80 metres, the proposed development requires a relaxation of 0.20 metres. 
 
8 The proposed development is a discretionary use. Therefore, pursuant to Land Use 
Bylaw 1P2007 the development permit application can either be granted or refused on 
the basis of sound planning considerations.  
 
9 The Board takes into account that the Land Use Bylaw does allow a secondary suite 
above a garage in the subject land use District.  
 
10 With the exception of a relaxation for minimum parcel width, no other relaxations of 
Land Use Bylaw 1P2007 are required or sought for proposed development. 
 
11 Pursuant to section 36 of Land Use Bylaw 1P2007 the Development Authority may 
approve a development permit application for a discretionary use where the proposed 
development does not comply with all of the applicable requirements and rules of this 
Bylaw if in the opinion of the Development Authority: (a) the proposed development 
would not unduly interfere with the amenities of the neighbourhood or materially 
interfere with or affect the use, enjoyment or value of neighbouring properties; and (b) 
the proposed development conforms with a use prescribed by this Bylaw for that land or 
building. On appeal, the Board has the same powers pursuant to section 687(3)(d) of 
the Municipal Government Act. 
 
12 In terms of parking, the proposed development meets the requirements of the Land 
Use Bylaw. It provides three parking stalls in the garage. In addition, parking in the alley 
is not allowed under City Bylaws. Therefore, the appellant’s fear of parking of vehicles in 
the alley by residents of the secondary suite can be appropriately dealt with through The 
City’s enforcement of these Bylaws.  
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13 Regarding the removal of trees from the property for the development, the Land Use 
Bylaw does not regulate protection of trees on private lands. However, the Board 
agrees with the appellants that the Public Tree Disclosure Statement filled out by the 
applicant for the application should have correctively listed all previous trees on the 
property.  
 
14 The Board takes into consideration that the adjacent property to the south of the 
subject development also contains a single detached dwelling with a secondary suite –
detached garage. These developments were approved by the Development Authority in 
2010 (DP2010-1481 and DP2010-0516). This is the property of the appellant Mr. Riley. 
At the time Land Use Bylaw 1P2007 required a minimum parcel width of 15.0 metres for 
a secondary suite – detached garage, which has subsequently changed to 13.0 metres 
by an amendment of this Bylaw. The Development Authority therefore granted a Bylaw 
relaxation of the parcel width requirement for Mr. Riley’s developments in a similar 
manner as the proposed development. 
 
15 In the Board’s view there is as much over viewing from Mr. Riley’s home to the 
proposed development as conversely from the proposed development onto to the 
proposed development.  There are no windows in the side elevations at the main level 
and there are minimal windows in the side elevations on the second storey of the 
proposed home. As a result the Board finds that there is limited impact on the privacy of 
Mr. Riley. 
 
16 From the evidence, the Board finds that the proposed development fits within the 
context of the streetscape and the neighbourhood. The proposed development is 
designed in a manner that is sensitive and responsive to adjacent homes and 
immediate neighbourhood. The massing is reduced by sloping rooflines and 
architectural elements that reduce the massing effect. It has a similar height.  In the 
Board’s opinion, the proposed development is therefore respectful of the surrounding 
developments.                                                                                                 
  
17 Nevertheless, the Board agrees with Mr. Sweeting that due to the close proximity of 
the secondary suite to his home across the alley the windows on the east elevation of 
the suite result in overlooking into his back yard. The Board finds that this overlooking 
could be mitigated by requiring these windows to be obscured or changed into transom 
windows.   
 
18 Therefore the Board finds that proposed development does meet the Infill 
Guidelines.  
 
19 With respect to the guy wire from the utility pole in the rear that would block access 
to the garage doors of the development, the Board finds that a prior to release condition 
could be imposed to ensure that the access to the garage doors shall be unobstructed.  
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20 Furthermore, the Board notes that section 353 of Land Use Bylaw 1P2007 requires 
that the amenity space for the secondary’s suite must be shown on the approved plans. 
As this is not shown on the plans, the Board imposes a prior to release condition to this 
effect.    
 
21 Based on the evidence and aforementioned factors, the Board finds that the Bylaw 
relaxation for the parcel width is acceptable from a planning perspective. In the Board‘s 
opinion this relaxation is minor and has no negative impact on the adjacent properties 
and meets the criteria of section 687(3)(d) of the Municipal Government Act. 
 
22 Accordingly, pursuant to section 687(3)(d) of the Municipal Government Act, the 
Board determines that the proposed development and required relaxation would not 
unduly interfere with the amenities of the neighbourhood, or materially interfere with or 
affect the use or enjoyment of neighbouring parcels of land 
 
23 Having regard to the merits of the application and sound planning considerations, the 
Board based on the evidence and aforementioned factors, in keeping with section 35 of 
Land Use Bylaw 1P2007, finds that the proposed development with the imposition of 
some additional conditions is compatible with the adjacent developments and the 
immediate neighbourhood. The Board based on planning rationale finds that the 
development as proposed is appropriate for the site.  
 
24 In reviewing and weighing all the evidence, the Board thus finds that the application 
warrants approval subject to some amendments to the conditions of approval.  
 
25 Having regard to sound planning considerations, the Board therefore imposes a prior 
to release condition that: (a) The windows on the east (rear) elevation of the secondary 
suite shall either be obscured or changed to transom windows; (b) A proper tree 
disclosure statement must be submitted; (c) The amenity space for the secondary suite 
must be indicated on the plans; and (d) Ensure unobstructed access to all garage doors 
at any time and resolve the issue with the guy wire of the utility pole at the rear, to the 
satisfaction of the Development Authority. 
 
26 For the above reasons the Board allows the appeal in part and varies the decision of 
the Development Authority.  
 
27 The development permit shall be issued as approved by the Development Authority 
subject to the above listed amendments/ additions to the conditions of approval. 
 
 
 
___________________________________ 
Rick Grol, Chairman 
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Subdivision and Development Appeal Board 
 
Issued on this 15th day of February, 2012  
 


